2. An integral identity. Let /V t be the smallest n for which S n > 0, and write z ί = S N let N 2 be the smallest n > 0, for which S^ + n -S/y t > 0, and write z 2 = S/v +jv ~~ $N 9 an d so on. Continuing in this way, we obtain sequences N ί9
of independent, positive, identically distributed chance variables such that
Let V (t), R (t) denote the expected number of integers n > 0 for which
respectively. That F(ί)<oo follows from a theorem of Stein [6] , and that R (t) < oo follows from E (N x ) < oo, which we show in the next section. The integral identity is:
Jo

Proof.
If Πjr is the number of integers n with /Vj + + N R < n < N ί + + N κ + t and α < 5^ < α + A,
we have
where F^ (ί) = Pr{ T κ <t\. Summing over K = 0, 1, 2, , and using the fact that
we obtain the theorem.
Wald's equation. The main purpose of this section is to note that E{N ί )
is finite, so that an equation of Wald [ 7, p . 142] holds. THEOREM 3. E (/V 1 ) < oo and mE (yV t ) = E {z ι ), so that m, E (z t ) are both finite or both infinite.
Proof.
In showing E{N ί ) finite, we may suppose {x n \ bounded above; for defining #* = min { s w , M\ yields an /V* >N; choosing M sufficiently large
we obtain, letting K -» oc and using the strong law of large numbers, first that E (z 1 ) = mE (N i ) and next since if ί x n \ is bounded above and \ z n \ is bounded, that E (N x ) is finite in this case and consequently in general. 
The d-lattice case. For αf-lattice variables, Theorem 2 yields
I=[°°[R(t)-R(t-h)] dV(t + a). 2 Jo
Theorem B applied to { z n \ yields
V(t + h) -V{t)-> -£(zi)
for all h > 0 as t -» oo, so that, since R(t) is monotone, 
there is a constant c (for the given h) such that 
